Abstract. We discuss the dependence of the free energy on the shape of the external boundary of a sample for a Heisenberg model with dipolar forces. We prove the theorem that enables us to perform a restricted renormalization of the vertices of time-ordered diagrams, and find that the molecular field rigorously contains all the shape-dependent terms in the free energy.
Introduction
For a system in which the dipole-dipole interaction provides the main coupling between spins, the shape of the external boundary will enter its thermodynamic properties. The sample's shape enters through the dipole sum
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this sum is only conditionally convergent and its value depends on the shape of the boundary (Van Vleck 1937 , Sauer 1940 . The shape dependence of the Ising model specific heat and susceptibility has been investigated by Hiley and Joyce (1965) for the case of zero magnetic field and longitudinal dipole coupling. More recently has treated the general Ising case. We shall here discuss the shape dependence for the Heisenberg model with dipolar forces. A detailed approach to this system is also given in work: the main difference from the Ising model treatment is in the time ordering, necessary because of the non-commutativity of the spin operator components. recognizes the possible complications introduced by time ordering and shows how these difficulties disappear in certain low-order diagrams. The purpose of the present work is to give a general treatment of this problem.
Shape-dependent terms in the free energy
me now consider this energy, which is defined by As all the thermodynamic properties of a system can be derived from the free energy . This paper also indicates how short-range forces can be included by a redefinition of J 1, which alters the value (b but leaves the shape dependence unchanged.
T o ascertain the dependence of the free energy (thermodynamic properties) on the shape it is necessary to expand the interaction part (C,,J,,S, . S,) of the exponential in equation (2) in a series, for example in a linked-cluster expansion, and to take the trace of the resulting expressions which are products of spin operators. Only then do sums of the above form, equation (l), enter the free energy. Finally, it is necessary to sum all those terms in the expansion that depend on the dipole sum C#. Ways have been developed by Horwitz and Callen (1961) and others (Brout 1959 , 1960 , Englert 1963 , Stinchcombe et al. 1963 of classifying the terms in the linked-cluster expansion of the free energy by using diagrams. From their work we can identify all those terms of the expansion which contain the dipole sum C# as corresponding to those diagrams in which one or more pairs of spins are connected by only one bond. The contributions to the free energy from multiply bonded pairs of spin only contain absolutely convergent sums; therefore they are independent of sample shape. Using the language of Horwitz and Callen (1961) , the shape-dependent terms correspond to Cayley trees, whose vertices are replaced by S-irreducible clusters, i.e. hypervertices which do not contain any single-bonded pairs of spins. The summation of the set of diagrams corresponding to all shape-dependent terms has been performed by Horwitz and Callen (1961) for the Ising model. For our problem this is equivalent to considering only the longitudinal component of the dipole-dipole interaction, i.e.
C,J,S,"S,".
T o carry out this summation for the Heisenberg model, equation (3), we have to consider the possibility that transverse ( S , + S , -) as well as longitudinal (S,"SjZ) bonds can couple the spins. By realizing that the addition of one transverse bond to a balanced vertex will nullify its contribution to the free energy, we can prove ) that one transverse bond cannot provide the sole coupling between two spins; therefore any single bonding of a pair of spins is by a longitudinal bond. Hence the dipole sums C,JI";" ( A = x, y) do not enter the free energy. The diagrams which now correspond to the shape-dependent terms in the expansion of the free energy are trees with longitudinal bonds connecting time-ordered hypervertices, i.e. clusters of spins multiply connected by transverse and longitudinal bonds. The summation of this whole class of diagrams can be performed by a restricted vertex renormalization, in which one alternately articulates hypervertices to the ends of longitudinal bonds and then longitudinal bonds to each of the vertices of the hypervertices. This is an extension of the S-renormalization used by Horwitz and Callen (1961) to sum the contribution from all Cayley trees with time-ordered hypervertices. I n general, the symmetrical renormalization of a vertex (in which one articulates to the vertex of a hypervertex other hypervertices) depends on the time-temperature labels on the vertex; this is indeed not a simple renormalization. However, we can perform the summation of the shape-dependent terms with the restricted renormalization, by extending the theory of Stinchcombe et al. (1963) with a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem and its proof
Theorem. The renormalization of the free end of a longitudinal bond articulation is independent of the temperature label of the bond.
This result is a consequence of time-temperature translational invariance and periodicity properties of the semi-invariants Mzn + I representing the unrenormalized vertices. These properties are stated in the following two lemmas which we prove immediately.
Lemma 1. Any semi-invariant is unchanged by a common translation of all its timetemperature variables :
... , P Z n + P , a . . > P l ' + B ) = ~~Z n + d P 1 , a . . , P z n , . a . , P i ' ) .
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Proof. Under the translation the relative time ordering of the spin operators within the averages comprising the semi-invariant is unchanged. The spin operators are, however, m ritten in interaction representation and under the translation each changes in the following way :
The extra exp( pH0) factors cancel between adjacent spin operators, leaving these factors only at the very beginning and end of the averages. These averages are now all of the form
Tr(po exp(PHo)T( ... S(@J(P,) ...) exp( -PHo))
where p o = exp( -PH,)[Tr{exp( -,OH0)}] is the unperturbed density matrix. Using the cyclic invariance of the trace, the final factor exp( -pHo) may be taken to the front of the trace, and since it commutes with po it can be cancelled with the only other factor exp(bHo) containing p. The dependence on p therefore disappears and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2. Any semi-invariant is unchanged by the translation of any of its timetemperature labels by P : P. M . Levy and R. B. Stinchcombe MZ.+E(P1,  PL+P, P I ' ) = M*ntL(Pl, Pi, ... , P I ' ) .
( 5 ) Pyoof. A restricted form of lemma 2 is proved by Stinchcombe et al. (1963) . Equation (56) of their work gives the statement of the restricted form:
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By placing pl = P1 -Pi, PZ = Pz -P1, ..., ,Bi' = PI'-P, it follows that and by lemma 1 this is equivalent to which proves lemma 2.
The proof of the theorem using these lemmas is as follows: Let us consider a single longitudinal bond J,, carrying the temperature label ,Bo, to the e n d j of which is attached an articulation linked by no other vertices to the rest of the diagram. The effect of the articulation is to replace the semi-invariant of the vertexj by a product P of semi-invariants, bonds and sums and integrals from 0 to /3 over the internal site and temperature labels of the articulation. I n this product the semi-invariant now referring to the vertexj is of the form MZ?L+l+l(Pl> > P n t P n + l , . . . , P 2 n , P 1 ' , ... > P l ' , P O ) where the first 2n + l temperature variables are those of internal bonds of the articulation and the last, Po, comes from the single bond to which the articulation is appended. T o investigate the dependence of P on Po, we shall consider the effect on P of changing Po to Po -8. By lemma 1 this is equivalent to keeping Po unchanged, but changing all the other temperature variables of vertex j and all other vertices of the articulation by the addition ofp. That is, the transformation Po --f P0-p is equivalent to keeping Po unchanged but adding p to all the temperature labels of the bonds of the articulation. These labels are the dummy variables of a multiple integral and shifting them in this way only affects the limits of the integration: the new dummy variables Pt + p now cover the integration range ,8 to P+p. For each integral in turn we split the integration region into that included in the interval 0 to P and that lying outside this interval. By shifting the integration variable by an integer times P, the second integration region may be transformed into the part of the interval 0 to , B not covered by the first integration region. Under this shift the integrand remains unchanged, by lemma 2. Hence the replacement Po -+ Po-/? does not change the value of P. The product P is therefore independent of Po and the theorem is proved.
Local field renormalization
Under the renormalization just discussed the semi-invariant Ml(Po) of the vertex j is, according to the rules of Stinchcombe et al. (1963) , replaced by the full average (S,"(Po) ).
The Po independence of this has just been proved. The j independence follows from the translational invariance of the system. The vertex j therefore becomes which is the magnetization. It has been previously proved (Stinchcome et al. 1963 ) that the addition of longitudinal trees to a vertex merely renormalizes the vertex by replacing the applied field H , in the density matrix by the local field Ho++M, where M is the magnetization (in this case the molecular field value) corresponding to the articulation of trees to the semi-invariant Ml. The result can now be generalized in a straightforward way to include trees with hypervertices since the corresponding renormalization of Ml(Po) is independent of the site and temperature label. The result then obtained from summing all shape-dependent terms in the expansion of the free energy is that all these terms can be accounted for by replacing the external field H o by the local field L = H o + 4 M ( M = magnetization) in the Boltzmann factors of the thermodynamic averages entering the contributions of the hypervertices to the free energy. As the unrenormalized hypervertices by definition do not contain shape-dependent terms, their renormalized contributions to the free energy only contain the dipole sum 4 in the local field which enters in the Boltzmann factors. If we define a new free energy dFA = -SdT--WdL (6) where we can assert that the only place where shape (4) enters the free energy is in the local field.
Our result is that, for systems which can be described by a Heisenberg model with dipolar forces, the entire dependence of the free energy FA on the shape of the system is contained in the local field; therefore the free energy FA(L, T) is the same function of local field and temperature for any ellipsoidal system. (For a non-ellipsoidal shape the dipole sum 4 depends on the choice of the origin (i). The proof we have outlined is then no longer applicable.) From this result we can derive the shape dependence of all thermodynamic properties, for example the specific heat and susceptibility. A detailed discussion of this and the extension of the above work to real systems with the full dipole-dipole interaction will be presented elsewhere Landau 1968, Levy 1968) .
